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We discuss detailed models for detector physics processes in Resistive Plate Chambers, in particular including the effect of attachment on the avalanche statistics. In addition we present analytic formulas for average charges and intrinsic RPC time resolution. Using a Monte Carlo simulation including all the steps from primary ionization to the front-end electronics we discuss the dependence of efficiency and time resolution on parameters like primary ionization, avalanche statistics and threshold.

1 Introduction

The two RPC geometries discussed in this report are shown in Fig. 1. 'Trigger RPCs' similar to the ones used for ATLAS [1] with a 2 mm gas gap and 2 mm Bakelite plates with a volume resistivity of $\approx 10^{10} \Omega \text{cm}$ show efficiencies of $> 99\%$ and time resolution of about 1 ns. 'Timing RPCs' like the ones developed by Fonte et. al. [2] with a 300 $\mu$m gas gap show efficiencies of $\approx 75\%$ and time resolutions down to 50 $\text{ps}$. The trigger RPCs use the gas mixture $\text{C}_2\text{F}_4\text{H}_2/\text{i-C}_4\text{H}_{10}/\text{SF}_6$ 97/2.5/0.5 [8] and timing RPCs use the mixture $\text{C}_2\text{F}_4\text{H}_2/\text{i-C}_4\text{H}_{10}/\text{SF}_6$ 85/25/10.

![Fig. 1. RPC geometries discussed in this report. The left figure shows a trigger RPC with a gas gap of 2 mm and 2 mm Bakelite plates [1]. The right figure shows a timing RPC with a gas gap of 300 $\mu$m, a 3 mm glass plate and 2 mm aluminum plate [2].](image-url)
2 Gas Transport Properties

The primary ionization is characterized by a given number of clusters/mm, which is Poisson distributed, and the number of electrons per cluster, which is approximately \(1/n^2\) distributed. Figure 2 shows the numbers predicted by HEED [3]. At a Pion energy of 7 GeV we expect 9-10 primary clusters/mm.

![Graph showing primary ionization for different gases as simulated by HEED [3]. Average number of clusters/mm (a) and cluster size distribution (b). The numbers for isobutane are shown as a reference.](image)

The trigger RPCs operate at about 10 kV giving a field of 50 kV/cm in the gas gap. The timing RPCs operating at 3 kV giving a field of about 100 kV/cm. The Townsend coefficient \(\alpha\) and attachment coefficient \(\eta\) for these voltages as predicted by IMONTE [4] is shown in Figure 3. For the trigger RPCs we expect an effective Townsend coefficient of \(\approx 10/\text{mm}\) while for the timing RPCs we expect about \(100/\text{mm}\).
Fig. 3. (a) Townsend (solid line) and attachment (broken line) coefficient simulated with IMONTE [4]. (b) Drift velocity as simulated with MAGBOLTZ [5].

The avalanche fluctuations are included by a model from Legler [9] where the probability to find \( n \) electrons after a distance \( x \) for an avalanche started with one electron at \( x = 0 \) is given by

\[
P(n, x) = \begin{cases} 
    k \frac{\overline{n}(x) - 1}{\overline{n}(x) - k} & n = 0 \\
    \overline{n}(x) \left( 1 - k \right)^2 \left( \frac{\overline{n}(x) - 1}{\overline{n}(x) - k} \right)^{n-1} & n > 0 
\end{cases}
\]

with

\[
\overline{n}(x) = e^{(\alpha - \eta)x} \quad k = \frac{\eta}{\alpha} 
\]
Finally the drift velocity, as predicted by MAGBOLTZ [5] is also shown in Figure 3. We expect drift velocities of \( \approx 130 \mu m/ns \) for the trigger RPC and \( \approx 220 \mu m/ns \) for the timing RPCs.

The induced current signals are given by

\[
I(t) = \frac{E_w}{V_w} e_0 v N(t)
\]  

(3)

where \( N(t) \) is the number of electrons present at time \( t \), \( v \) is the electron drift velocity, \( e_0 \) is the electron charge and \( E_w/V_w \) is given by

\[
\text{single gap: } \frac{E_w}{V_w} = \frac{\epsilon_r}{2b + d\epsilon_r} \quad \text{quad gap: } \frac{E_w}{V_w} = \frac{\epsilon_r}{b + 2d\epsilon_r}
\]  

(4)

where \( d \) is the gas gap, \( b \) is the Bakelite (glass) thickness and \( \epsilon_r \) is the Bakelite (glass) relative dielectric constant [10]. All the above parameters were put into a simple Monte Carlo Program. Setting a threshold to the current signal from each event finally gives the efficiency and time resolution.

3 Efficiency Results

The simulated efficiency for the trigger and timing RPCs together with measurements are shown in Figure 4. The simulated numbers are not far from the measurements. We suspect the reason in the small discrepancy in the attachment coefficient which is the most uncertain number of all the detector physics parameters. Multiplying the attachment coefficient by 0.65 for the timing RPC and 0.45 for the trigger RPC gives a perfect match between simulation and measurement.

We conclude that the measured efficiencies are close to what we expect from 'standard' detector physics.

4 Timing Results

To get an order of magnitude estimate for the RPC time resolution we first assume the RPC signal

\[
i(t) = A e^{(\alpha - \eta) \nu t}
\]  

(5)
Fig. 4. (a) Simulated efficiency vs. threshold for the timing RPCs for different voltages. The points correspond to measurements from [2] at the indicated voltages. (b) Simulated efficiency for trigger RPCs together with measurements (dots) from [11].

Applying a threshold to this signal gives a threshold crossing time of

$$t(A) = \frac{1}{(\alpha - \eta)v} \ln \frac{thr}{A}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Together with an exponential pulse height fluctuation

$$P(A) = \frac{1}{A_{av}} e^{-\frac{A}{A_{av}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
the time resolution is given by

\[ \sigma_t = \sqrt{t^2 - \tau^2} = \frac{1.28255}{(\alpha - \eta)v} \]  

so we expect that the time resolution depends only on the effective Townsend coefficient and the drift velocity, not on the threshold, which is actually reproduced by the detailed Monte Carlo simulation and observed in reality. For the Trigger RPCs \((v = 130 \, \mu m/\text{ns}, \alpha = 10/\text{mm})\) we expect \(\sigma_t \approx 1\) ns while for the timing RPC \((v = 220 \, \mu m/\text{ns}, \alpha = 100/\text{mm})\) we expect \(\sigma_t \approx 58\) ps which is close to the detailed simulation and also close to measurements. Figure 5 shows the simulated TDC spectrum for the timing RPC for 2.8 kV, and 20 fC threshold.

![TDC spectrum for a single gap timing RPC for 2.8 kV and 20 fC threshold giving 52 ps time resolution. A measurement of 54 ps for this geometry is quoted in [7].](image)

We can conclude that also the simulated time resolutions are close to the measurements.

5 Average Charges

The average avalanche charge is given by

\[ \bar{Q}_{tot} \approx \frac{e_0 n_0 \alpha}{\lambda (\alpha - \eta)^2} e^{(\alpha - \eta)d} \]  

Fig. 5. TDC spectrum for a single gap timing RPC for 2.8 kV and 20 fC threshold giving 52 ps time resolution. A measurement of 54 ps for this geometry is quoted in [7].

We can conclude that also the simulated time resolutions are close to the measurements.
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where $\lambda$ is the average distance between clusters, $n_0$ is the average number of electrons per cluster, $e_0$ is the electron charge and all other parameters were defined above. Inserting the working point numbers quoted earlier we find average avalanche charges of $4.6 \times 10^7$ pC and $2.2 \times 10^5$ pC for timing and trigger RPCs which are in sharp contrast to measured numbers of 5 and 40 pC. This indicates that space charge effects must play a very prominent role in RPCs. A detailed model of this effect was presented at the same conference [12]. Implementing this effect in a crude way by simply saturating the avalanche at a certain number of electrons [13] we have to assume a saturation electron number of $1.6 \times 10^7$ and $2.5 \times 10^7$ for timing and trigger RPC in order to reproduce the measured charges.

6 Conclusion

We have simulated RPCs using 'standard' detector physics and find good agreement with measurements for efficiency and time resolution. An analytic formula for RPC time resolution also gives numbers close to experiment. The measured charges can only be explained by a very prominent space charge effect.
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